Iterative sinc-convolution method for solving planar D-bar equation with application to EIT.
The numerical solution of D-bar integral equations is the key in inverse scattering solution of many complex problems in science and engineering including conductivity imaging. Recently, a couple of methodologies were considered for the numerical solution of D-bar integral equation, namely product integrals and multigrid. The first one involves high computational complexity and other one has low convergence rate disadvantages. In this paper, a new and efficient sinc-convolution algorithm is introduced to solve the two-dimensional D-bar integral equation to overcome both of these disadvantages and to resolve the singularity problem not tackled before effectively. The method of sinc-convolution is based on using collocation to replace multidimensional convolution-form integrals- including the two-dimensional D-bar integral equations - by a system of algebraic equations. Separation of variables in the proposed method allows elimination of the formulation of the huge full matrices and therefore reduces the computational complexity drastically. In addition, the sinc-convolution method converges exponentially with a convergence rate of O(e-cN). Simulation results on solving a test electrical impedance tomography problem confirm the efficiency of the proposed sinc-convolution-based algorithm.